
Our growing company is looking for a business insights analyst. Please review the
list of responsibilities and qualifications. While this is our ideal list, we will consider
candidates that do not necessarily have all of the qualifications, but have sufficient
experience and talent.

Responsibilities for business insights analyst

Develop and serve as a subject matter expert for Wealth Lines of Business in
proactively providing a regular stream of insights (both verbal and written),
trends and facts that highlight further business opportunities – through either
pro-active data mining or specific ad hoc analyses or projects
Actively contribute to enhancing the Wealth Reporting & Business Insights
foundational and scalable processes and best practices for data extraction,
manipulation, archiving, analysis and reporting techniques to increase team
effectiveness and efficiency and to consistently deliver superior results for our
business clients
Develop and provide a regular stream of insights (both verbal and written),
trends and facts that highlight further business opportunities for Wealth Lines
of Business – through either pro-active data mining or specific ad hoc
analyses or projects
Provide specialized end to end reporting support (dashboards, scorecards,
data extracts, analysis ) and business insights for several business areas such
as Private Investment Council, Referrals, Insurance
Lead discussion with the business partners for your assigned area on behalf
of Wealth Reporting team around Fiscal Planning and to understand and
execute changes to Scorecards, Dashboards to allow the business to track
additional metrics as required
Become a technical subject-matter expert for reporting development and
team de-risking needs (e.g., data extractions via SQL, SAS and other available
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and techniques) as a shared resource for the entire team (pending
prioritization of deliverables and available capacity)
Prepare the Monthly Business Review, incl
Write reports and recommendations so that senior managers can evaluate
alternatives against the organization’s business objectives
Ability to moderate and facilitate client-facing workshops and to present
confidently.Excellent written and spoken language abilities
Proven ability to engage and manage stakeholders at differing levels within a
client organisation

Qualifications for business insights analyst

Communicate business line performance metrics to stakeholders internally
and across NBCU
Previous experience in Media preferable but more important is a can do
mentality
An active interest in the international media business and understanding of
New Media / Digital Media
Minimum 3 - 5 years’ experience in a business analysis/developer or similar
technical role
Minimum of 3-5 years of progressive experience in an analytical role
The position requires sharp data management and analytics skills,
outstanding program management skills, teamwork, strong intellectual
curiosity and an executive presence


